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Supplementary Information

Model derivation

We model an (assumed isothermal) magma chamber whose pressure PC evolves in time due to

material transfer (Figure S1) as

η
dPC
dt

=
1

ρmix
(QI −QO) (1)

where QI and QO are the mass fluxes of magma into and out of the chamber, ρmix is a mixture

magma density and η an effective chamber volume divided by a bulk modulus22 that accounts for

deformation of the host rock as well as the three–phase mixture of bubbles, crystals and melt in

the chamber. During explosive eruptions QO >> QI , so we consider only extraction from a fixed

reservoir with fixed volume. We can treat the conduit flow as quasi-steady because the timescale for

chamber pressure change

τchamber ∼
∆PCVCρmix
KmixQO

, (2)

is much longer than the timescale for magma ascent

τascent ∼
H

ū
, (3)

where ∆PC = PC−ρsgH is the chamber over–pressure with g = 9.8 m/s2, ρs the density of crustal

rocks, H the conduit length, VC the chamber volume and Kmix the effective bulk modulus.

For large eruptions we take representative values of VC ∼ 1012 m3, ∆PC = 107 Pa, conduit

radius r = 10− 100 m, QO = πr2ūρmix, Kmix = 107− 109 Pa to account for the important effect

of bubbles on magma compressibility22, H = 7500 m, and representative velocity ū = 1 − 10

m/s (below fragmentation). τchamber >> τascent for these parameter choices, so we assume steady

conduit flow and time–dependent chamber evacuation.

Our model describes the evolution of chamber volume and pressure

ρ0V0,C +
∫ t

0
Ṁ(τ)dτ = VC(PC)/vS(PC). (4)

Equation 4 is an equation of state for mobile fluid in the magma chamber, relating a reference

(initial) undeformed chamber volume V0,C , initial bulk density ρ0, the deformed volume of the

cavity VC , the specific volume vS (volume per unit mass) of the 3-phase fluid inside the chamber,

the time derivative of chamber mass Ṁ and the chamber pressure PC .
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Stresses are calculated from the equations of linear elasticity

∇ · σ = 0, (5)

σij = λεkkδij + 2µεij , (6)

where λ and µ are the Lamé constants, subject to boundary conditions on the chamber boundary ∂S

σn|∂S = ∆PC , (7)

and the free surface

σn|z=H = σt|z=H = 0, . (8)

Deformed chamber volumes in equation 4 are calculated using equation 5 with possibly differing

elastic moduli in the immobile portions of the chamber and the country rocks (Figure S1). σn and

σt are normal and tangential stresses.

As an initial condition, we impose at and interior to the contact between locked magma and

country rocks ∂R

σn|∂R = ∆P0. (9)

This reference state accounts for the development of over–pressure ∆P0 = P0−ρsgH in the locked

magma prior to the onset of eruption. ∆P0 should reflect the evolving rheology of crustal rocks in

response to reservoir assembly. We do not address the processes of this assembly, which may occur

on timescales as short as 100 years12 to > 105 years43. Relaxation of elastic stresses should result

in low ∆P0, although it may theoretically vary between zero and a failure threshold. The condition

that 0 ≤ ∆P0 ≤ ∆PC holds initially, but in the case of large magma yield stress ∆PC ≤ 0 ≤ ∆P0

may occur during chamber growth.

Inclusion of a reference pre–stressed state is not a feature of most magma chamber models.

We believe, however, that such an initial condition accurately reflects the dichotomy in timescales

(chamber construction versus evacuation) in these dynamic simulations. ∆P0 occurs as a steady

uniform pressure in the locked magma region (Figure S1) prior to mobilization. Equilibration of this

pressure with that of mobilized magma does not occur because it requires pore pressure diffusion, a

process that is much more slower than eruptive processes.

We model steady one–dimensional isothermal conduit flow of magma, solid particles and gas,

in which conservation of mass and momentum can be expressed as31

∂P

∂z
=
− (ρmixg + f)

1− u2

c2s

, (10)
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ρmix =

 n

ρg
+

1− n(
χ
ρs

+ 1−χ
ρl

)−1


−1

(11)

where u is the cross–section averaged mixture velocity at height z above the magma chamber and P

is pressure. Equation 11 is the density of a mixture of solid, liquid and gas with densities ρs, ρl, ρg,

with n the mass fraction of gas (water and CO2) calculated as a function of pressure from Papale

(1999)38 assuming Fish Canyon Tuff compositions3. χ = 0.4 is the mass fraction of solids, taken

to be constant. Although χ may vary as magma yield stress in the chamber (a parameter in our

model) varies, we hold it constant for simplicity. The presence of choked flow at the vent and

τchamber >> τascent prevent variation in all conduit flow parameters from affecting the end result

of chamber evacuation, although they will affect eruptive timescales. The assumption of yielding

(Bingham) rheology in the magma chamber does not conflict with equation 10, as high strain rates

in the conduit ensure mobilization (at least in near wall regions of the conduit) throughout eruption.

Fragmentation occurs at a critical strain rate37, at which point the friction factor f and mixture

sound speed cs are calculated from turbulent approximations31. Below the fragmentation depth

c2s = (∂P/∂ρmix) is calculated numerically to conserve mass, while the friction factor due to

laminar flow through a cylindrical pipe is

f = 8Λ
µm(n, χ)u

r2
(12)

with µm(n, χ) the apparent viscosity. We note that f may be simply represented for other conduit

geometries. Non–circular or fissure–like conduits require corrections only to this friction term. We

assume that elastic stresses do not close conduits once the conduit is underpressured29,33 because

conduit erosion23 creates pathways with small radii of curvature that remain open. In this case,

available potential energy is the limiting factor for conduit flow.

Λ =
1

1 + a

(
Na√
Gz

)1.5 (13)

is an empirical correction to the friction factor due to viscous heating11 with a = 0.3. Na = bµrū
2/k

is the Nahme–Griffith number measuring the relative importance of viscous heating and conduc-

tion with dimensionless b = 0.05; Gz = ρmixcpūr
2/kH is the Graetz number measuring ver-

tical advective heat transport versus lateral conduction. For representative values as before and

µr = µm(n = 0, χ = 0) ∼ 107 Pas (Fish Canyon Tuff melt composition viscosity at 750◦ C3),
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Na = 106 − 108 and Gz = 107 − 109. Here cp is specific heat capacity, and k is thermal conduc-

tivity. While likely important for silicic eruptions, the viscous heating parameterized by Λ does not

significantly affect our results, which are dictated by the conduit boundary conditions (in particular

choked flow).

Viscosity in our model thus depends on magma composition, water content and temperature21,

bubble36 as well as crystal7 volume fraction, strain rate7, and viscous heating11,19. We neglect

wall–localized heating and radial viscosity variation due to lateral variations in strain rate (although

these are parameterized through Λ, which decreases the reference apparent viscosity by up to 3

orders of magnitude for the conditions of interest). We similarly neglect explicit treatment of tem-

perature variations with height32, but note that non–adiabatic temperatures and radial variation in

heat transfer in the conduit during silicic super–eruptions may be reflected in textural features of

erupted lavas5 and could account for heating comparable to that attributed to magma chamber reju-

venation3.

Equations 10-11 are subject to boundary conditions that couple time evolving chamber pressure

to the conduit:

P |z=0 = ∆PC (14)

and choked flow u = cs at the surface, a condition that is likely realized during most explosive

eruptions13

u|z=H = cs. (15)

We adopt a von Mises criterion for mobilizing locked magma during eruption, calculated as

σv =
√

3J2 (16)

where J2 is the second deviatoric stress invariant. If decompression induces elastic stresses in

rheologically locked magma σv such that the von Mises yield stress σmagma is exceeded, this locked

magma mobilizes40. The result is a larger chamber radius and increased chamber pressure. Pressure

increase (buffering) occurs because incorporated material has the initial pressure ∆P0 of the locked

magma. The small difference in specific volume between locked magma at the initial over–pressure

and that of mobilized magma is also accounted for in this step. We assume an initial condition of

no deviatoric stress within the locked, unmobilized magma at onset of eruption.

We solve for the expanding chamber radius iteratively, beginning with a spherical chamber of

radius 2 km, such that von Mises stresses outside the new chamber radius are everywhere lower
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than σmagma. Our chamber is confined to a layer of half–thickness 2 km, so that there is one degree

of freedom for chamber expansion. While this geometrical constraint is imposed for simplicity, we

expect it to be approximately realized in nature, as large aspect ratio chambers and stress concentra-

tion in regions of high boundary curvature will promote lateral rather than vertical expansion. The

position of the yield surface in unsteady flow of yielding fluids is a free–boundary problem with

generally more structure and subtlety than our treatment. By analogy to Bingham channel flows44

and Saffman-Taylor problems2, we expect that boundary layers of unyielded fluid may develop dur-

ing syn–eruptive mobilization of locked magma. Preferential yielding in a stratified chamber is a

natural extension of this model, although it is beyond the scope of our efforts here. Magma yield

stress functions only to modulate eruption time (similar to conduit flow processes) in cases where

complete chamber mobilization occurs.

At each time step we evaluate maximum von Mises stress between the chamber (defined by

the yield surface) and the surface, using a critical crustal yield stress σcr as a metric for failure

of the crustal. This failure criterion is comparable to other possible criteria (Figure S2) such as

tensional failure (set by least compressive stress σ3) and Mohr-Coulumb shear failure (set by the

difference σ1−σ3 on planes oriented 45◦ from σ1
14). Caldera formation models that include one or

more of these criteria14,17 are thus comparable to ours despite differences in model complexity, and

qualitative results of our simulations (Figure S4) are not sensitive to the particular failure criterion.

For the von Mises criterion, maximum stress magnitudes are at the surface implying initiation of

failure there.

Deviatoric stresses are calculated as a departure from the reference stress distribution set by

specifying the size of the locked magma reservoir and its over–pressure ∆P0 (equation 9). Locked

zone over–pressures approaching the initial mobilized chamber over–pressure represent a reference

von Mises stress state that is not perturbed significantly until large under–pressures are reached. This

situation progresses to caldera failure only after complete mobilization of the reservoir and chamber

underpressuring. Conversely, small locked zone over–pressures allow significant von Mises stresses

to accumulate during chamber growth and hence caldera formation before complete mobilization is

possible.

Elastic stresses and strains (equations 5–8) are calculated numerically using the axisymmetric

program mode in FEAP, version 8.345. The two–point conduit boundary value problem of equa-

tion 11 is solved with a bisection and shooting method and 4th order Runge Kutta integration with
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adaptive step size control. Newton–Raphson iteration is performed at each timestep to ensure the

chamber pressure remains consistent both with the elastic deformation of the chamber and the with-

drawal of material through the conduit.

Yielding rheology of magma

The existence and magnitude of a yield stress for crystal rich silicate melts is controversial. Al-

though a number of experiments7,9,25,41 and theoretical studies24,42,46 address magma yield stress,

it has been difficult to determine experimentally for the high crystal fractions and apparent viscosi-

ties of interest9. It is complicated by the likelihood that yield stress may vary as a function of crystal

fraction and shear rate20. The withdrawal of crystal rich magma at eruptive rates may also push the

suspension through a jamming transition8,27, in which an effective yield stress exist at crystal vol-

ume fractions that are much lower than the maximum packing fraction. For example, flattened

prismatic crystals form a percolating network at volume fractions in the range of 0.08 – 0.2942, that

may sustain elastic stresses over eruptive timescales if pushed through a jamming transition.

In the absence of predictions for yield stress that are directly applicable to silicic crystal rich

magmas, we use the model of Gay et al. (1969)15 to estimate a range of yield stresses that may be

reasonable for crystal rich silicic magmas. This model is empirical, but allows us to explore yield

stress as a function of parameters that can be estimated from field deposits, experiments or predicted

theoretically. It also provides a comparison with the work of Burgisser and Bergantz (2011)6, whose

mechanism for chamber–wide mobilization before eruption relies on low suspension yield stress as

calculated from the Gay et al. (1969) model.

Yield stress in the Gay et al. (1969) model requires estimates of the mean crystal sizeDp, crystal

volume fraction Φ, maximum packing fraction Φm, shape factor ξ and geometric standard deviation

Σ. Crystal sizes in large ash–flow tuffs range considerably, from 0.1 mm – 10 mm. Mean crystal

sizes are in general correlated with the crystallinity of the magmas4, and are> 1 mm for many large

eruptions. We take Dp = 10 mm as an upper bound from published crystal size distributions4,34,

although we experiment with sizes down to Dp = 0.1 mm for comparison with Burgisser and

Bergantz (2011). We expect that crystal sizes as measured from erupted lavas under–represent the

mean crystal size in the magma chamber as many crystals exhibit evidence of melting, fracture or

breaking during eruption19, and numerous small microlite crystals may form upon ascent18.

Figure S3 shows yield stresses σmagma as a function of crystal volume fraction Φ predicted
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by this model, using shape factor ξ = 0.5, along with curves that represent bounds defined by

Dp = 0.1− 10 mm, Σ = 1.25 (a low proportion of small crystals), and Φm = 0.6− 0.846,39. Grey

boxes represent the range of Φ estimated for magma with 30−60% crystals andDp = 0.5−10 mm

in the two cases where Φm = 0.6 (light) and Φm = 0.84 (dark), although we recognize that the Gay

et al. model may not be valid as Φ approaches Φm
39. Φm = 0.6 is the classical maximum packing

for geological fluids28, while 0.84 exceeds the hexagonal close packing of mono–dispersed spheres

(0.74) but is used to compare with Burgisser and Bergantz (2011)6. Predicted yield stress for this

range of crystallinity lies in the range of σmagma = 101− 107 Pa. Figure S3 highlights that magma

yield stress is poorly constrained. We use a wide range of values to reflect this uncertainty, with the

difference between pressures ∆PC −∆P0 providing a reference value that is consistent with initial

conditions for triggering eruption (Table S1).

Clearly better characterization of yield stress is required to constrain this aspect of our model.

We note that yield stress is a quantity defined before flow occurs, i.e., the stress required to initiate

motion. Once yielding occurs, magma deforms viscously. Small yield stresses measured in lavas

after mobilization (e.g., Pinkerton and Stevenson, 199239) thus do not characterize the quantity of

interest in our model and are lower bounds to magma yield stress.

Parameter space

We perform 3000 Monte Carlo simulations sampling the parameter space in Table 1 to explore the

dynamics of our model, and to generate data that may be compared to caldera forming eruptions in

the geologic record. Field constraints include total discharge and caldera size, while estimates exist

for other parameters of dynamical importance: magma volatile content, chamber crystallinity (yield

stress), magma viscosity, chamber depth, the caldera scale strength of roof rocks (the critical von

Mises stress σcr), conduit radius, and difference in elastic moduli (Young’s Modulus Ecr−Emagma

and Poisson’s Ratio νcr− νmagma) between locked magma and country rocks, lateral extent (aspect

ratio) of locked magma reservoir. Some of these parameters are better constrained than others.

We fix the volume of the crystal rich reservoir to be a disk with rounded edges of half–thickness

2 km, situated at 7.5 km depth (Figure S1). This depth is similar to estimates for magma emplace-

ment pressures (2–3 kbar26). We vary the lateral radius of stored magma between 5 and 30 km,

which corresponds to roof aspect ratios (depth/diameter) of 0.75–0.125. Aspect ratio may exert pri-

mary control on the final geometry of collapse calderas1,29, however studies to date do not consider

8
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the mechanical consequences of only partially fluid reservoirs during collapse. We assume a fixed

CO2 mass fraction of nCO2 = 0.1, but a uniform prior distribution of all other parameters (Table 1).

Figure S4 shows that caldera forming eruptive volumes are bimodal, with different parameter

dependence for the case of complete mobilization (blue symbols) versus partial mobilization (red

symbols) at caldera collapse. Volumes comparable to super–eruptions (> 500 km3) require full

mobilization and depend in a meaningful way only on the strength of country rocks – the critical roof

rock von Mises stress σcr – and locked zone radius (roof aspect ratio). The yield stress of magma

is constrained from below by the pressure difference between locked magma and initial mobile

chamber, and the combination of these three parameters determine whether complete mobilization

can occur (see also main text Figure 2.c). Contrast in elastic parameters between locked magma and

country rocks does not appear to affect erupted volumes, although we note that different choices

of country rock Young’s modulus affects the magnitude of strain in crustal rocks in response to

chamber pressure changes and hence the likelihood of caldera failure. For our chosen Ecrust =

10 GPa, we find a small subset of results (∼ 1%) in which strains become large and unphysical

displacements occur in finite element simulations. Linear elasticity breaks down as strains approach

order unity, so we discard simulations in which this occurs. Figure S4.f shows that conduit radius

does not affect the results, given choked flow at the surface. Variation in magma volatile content

and Poisson’s ratio contrast between crustal rocks and locked magma (not plotted) similarly do not

affect the results.

Volcanic eruption data

We use data from two sources to compare our model results with real eruptions. For Holocene

eruptions, we use the Smithsonian Institution Global Volcanism Program database. This database

has been demonstrated to be complete through eruption of magnitude 4 and larger10. Eruption

magnitude is defined generally as a combination of data from plume height and volume erupted30,35.

We use a formula based solely on erupted volume

M = log10(DRE)− 7 (17)

where DRE is the Dense Rock Equivalent magma mass in kilograms to calculate eruption magni-

tude for all our data.

For caldera forming eruptions, we use the worldwide Collapse Caldera Database (CCDB)16 to

estimate magnitude and frequency of volcanic eruptions that are most similar to those we model.

9
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This database includes calderas that vary in age from historical eruptions up to 500 Ma, although

the age distribution peaks around 30 Ma16. We expect that there are systematic preservation biases

reflected in this wide age distribution. We use the upper limits reported for eruption volume in

DRE.

We model silicic, crystal rich caldera forming eruptions that begin with a phase of eruptive activ-

ity that precedes caldera collapse. We thus filter the CCDB to study the statistics of such eruptions

in the geologic record. The total number of eruptions with volume estimates in the database is 137.

We divide these into two compositional categories, “mafic” and “felsic,” including as felsic any-

thing with an evolved composition including dacite and rhyolite eruptions, as well as more exotic

compositions such as trachyte. Basalt and andesite eruptions are considered mafic, as are phonolites

and latites. Felsic eruptions in the CCDB number 115, and preserve the multi-modal distribution of

eruption volumes seen in the full dataset (Figure S6).

Further filtering would ideally be done to best match our model. Unfortunately, the number

of eruptions in the CCDB that contain simultaneous data on volume, composition and pre–caldera

activity drops considerably. As Figure S6 indicates, n drops to 39 when considering these three

fields. We find that two–thirds or more of CCDB eruptions exhibit a pre–caldera eruptive sequence.

Due to preservation biases this is a lower bound.

We finally add crystallinity (using maximum reported numeric value) as a field with which

to filter the CCDB. With four fields to match the number of available data points drops to 13, as

crystallinity data in the CCDB are sparse. Of this small dataset we find that no eruption with volume

greater than 100 km3 records a crystal content less than 26%, and only 2 eruptions are reported with

no pre-caldera activity. Maximum reported crystallinity is 75%. Further development of the CCDB

and the sources for this data will no doubt allow for more thorough exploration of relevant eruptions.

An additional test of our model predictions is offered by CCDB data on caldera diameter. As

Figure S7.a shows, maximum caldera diameter does not appear to be a reliable predictor of eruption

volume as diameter decreases (for example, both a 20 km and 85 km diameter caldera produced

∼ 1000 km3 magma). This is consistent with our inference that reservoir size does not necessarily

control caldera diameter. And although statistics are sparse, the increased crystallinity of eruptions

at low maximum caldera diameter (Figure S7.b) is consistent with our prediction that high yield

stress magmas are more prone to caldera formation at small radius and partial mobilization.

Given the sparsity of highly filtered subsets of the CCDB, we use a subset containing felsic
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eruptions only to construct the distribution of caldera forming eruptions in Figure 3. Quantita-

tive comparison of this and the Holocene data to Monte Carlo simulations was carried out using a

Kolmogorov–Smirnov (KS) test with a significance level of 5%. Based on this test, both simulated

and database derived caldera forming eruptions arise from a different underlying distribution than

the complete Holocene eruption catalog at 95% confidence. The complete distribution of caldera

forming eruptions and model results also fail this similarity test, however if we exclude caldera

forming eruptions smaller than 3 km3 from both datasets the two distributions pass the KS test indi-

cating that the model results best align with data from larger eruptions. We expect that refining the

prior distribution of input parameters would permit a better match to observational data, as would

including smaller locked magma zones (the lower size limit considered here is 5 km radius).

11
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Yield surface

Locked Magma/Country Rock
      interface

Fluid Magma
Locked Magma

    ΔPc

Von Mises Stress

H = 7.5 km

      R

4 km

u = cs

z = 0

Free surface

 ΔP0

 

R

 

S

Figure 1: Model geometry and boundary conditions, illustrating the three material regions that enter

into the magma chamber equation of state. Conduit length is fixed, while lateral extent of crystal

rich magma R is variable. Note that the pressure ∆P0 applied between boundaries ∂R and ∂S is

an initial condition.
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packing Φm = 0.6 and dark grey Φm = 0.84.
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completely mobilized chambers does the fraction erupted exceed 10% of the reservoir.
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Figure 6: Filtering of the Collapse Caldera Database. Histogram illustrates the distribution of ob-

served eruption sizes as increasing restrictions are placed on data. Pie charts show relative propor-

tion of eruptions exhibiting pre-caldera eruption deposits, for various filter choices. Discussion of

filter criteria provided in the text.
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equivalent, DRE) from the Collapse Caldera database. b. Crystallinity as a function of caldera

diameter. Labeled eruptive deposits are highlighted in each panel.
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Monte Carlo parameters

Parameter Name Symbol Range [Min ; Max]

Locked zone radius R [5 ; 30] km

Initial mobile magma over–pressure ∆PC [5 ; 50] MPa

Locked zone over–pressure ∆P0 [0 ; ∆PC ]

Magma yield stress σmagma [(PC − P0)/4 ; 4(PC − P0)]

Country rock yield stress σcr [σmagma ; 108.5] Pa

Conduit radius r [50 ; 300] m

Country rock Young’s modulus Ecr 1010 Pa

Magma Young’s modulus Emagma [108 ; 1010] Pa

Country rock Poisson ratio νcr 0.25

Magma Poisson ratio νmagma [0.25 ; 0.4]

Magma water content n− nCO2 [3 ; 7] weight percent

Table 1: Range of model parameters in Monte Carlo simulations. Uniform distributions are as-

sumed.
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